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“QUT published its first Blueprint in 2004...”
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“...concurrent QUT and Aboriginal history is only around 170 years old.”

QUT’s oldest antecedent institution, the Brisbane School of Arts and Sciences was inaugurated and began running in 1849.
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“Prior to colonisation, the Brisbane area...”


“The community hosted ceremonies...”


“Brisbane Aboriginal people had defined systems...”


“Bora rings existed in a number of places...”


“A British penal colony was established in 1825...”


“In November 1849, the inaugural Brisbane School of Arts and Sciences lecture...”

- *A Class of Its Own*, p27.

“The School of Arts ran classes...”


“In 1882 it created Brisbane Technical College...”

- *A Class of Its Own*, pp29-30, 35.

“Renamed the Central Technical College, it moved to Gardens Point in 1915.”

- *A Class of Its Own*, p49.
“Colonisation was cataclysmic for the Turrbal and Yugara people…”

- *Aboriginal Camp Sites of Greater Brisbane*, p93.
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“Aboriginal resistance to colonisation continued…”

- *Aboriginal Camp Sites of Greater Brisbane*, pp80-93.

“The Aboriginal community in Brisbane was reduced to about six camps.”

- ‘Aboriginal Camps as Urban Foundations?’, p149.

“A camp near the Kelvin Grove campus known as ‘Barrambin’…”


“Despite dispossession of their land…”


“A number of teacher training colleges opened during the early twentieth century…” including (references are to *A Class of Its Own*):

- Brisbane Kindergarten Training College (BKTC) in 1911, pp84-85
- Queensland Teachers’ Training College (QTTC) in 1914, pp65-66

“Many staff contributed tuppence per day…”

- *A Class of Its Own*, p75.

“A series of mergers ultimately formed the Brisbane College of Advanced Education…” These were (references are to *A Class of Its Own*):

- QTTC moved to Kelvin Grove in 1942, p80.
- QTTC was renamed Kelvin Grove Teachers’ College (KGTC) in 1961, p222.
- Kedron Park Teachers’ College (KPTC) opened in 1961, p81.
- Mt Gravatt Teachers College opened in 1969, p82.
- KGTC became a College of Advanced Education in 1975, p128.
- Mt Gravatt Teachers College became the Mount Gravatt College of Advanced Education (MtGCAE) in 1975, p128.
- KGTC, KPTC and MtGCAE merged to become the Brisbane College of Advanced Education in 1982, p138.

“In 1965 Central Technical College became the Queensland Institute of Technology (QIT)…”

- *A Class of Its Own*, pp63, 111-118.

“…expanding beyond the six original departments of chemistry, engineering, general studies, business studies, architecture and building.”

- *A Class of Its Own*, p105.
“The College of Nursing (Queensland) joined in 1978...”
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“In 1991, QUT established an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander student support unit...”


“In 2008 QUT established the Indigenous Studies Research Network...”


“Between 1998 and 2015, the Turrbal and Yugara people lodged native title claims...”


“QIT became QUT on 1 January 1989...”

- *A Class of Its Own*, pp151, 160.

“QUT was *The Australian Good University Guide*’s inaugural Australian University of the Year in 1993.”

- *A Class of Its Own*, p168.

“QUT’s Learning Potential Fund (LPF) was established in 1998....”